Push Buttons and Outside Door Handle Assemblies

359 - push buttons are sold in pairs work with both 794 and 794A handles. (may require cutting rod)

794 and 794A Handle Assemblies include push buttons, gaskets, and mounting hardware

794 - 1955 - 57 2DR Hardtop, Convertible
794A - 1955 - 57 Nomad, 2DR and 4DR Sedan, 2DR and 4DR Wagon and 1956-57 4DR Hardtop
All 2 door models require 1 pair. All 4 door models require 2 pair.

These Push Rod will work with all handles. The Push Rod may need to be trimmed to fit on the handles that attach to the a lever.

The Basic Style is found on most 1955 All Models 1956 and 1957 Sedan and Wagons 1957 Convertible and 2DR Hardtop

Must cut off button push rod

The Lever Style is most often found on 1956 Convertible and 2DR Hardtop 1956 and 1957 4DR Hardtop front doors The push rod will need to be cut to fit.

359 Push Button

Match up to original buttons before any cutting is done. Most often they are cut off at notch in rod
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